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Abstract 

This chapter introduces Francisco de Vitoria’s teachings on ius gentium as an            

alternative source for human rights discourse in business. In embracing personalism and the             

common good, ius gentium shows itself to be fully aligned with Catholic Social Teaching,              

together with other elements such as the virtues and Natural Law. Thus it differs from the                

dominant Enlightenment version of human rights, wedded to individualism and material           

preference satisfaction. It traces the use of ius gentium as basis for the protection of the rights                 

of American natives after the Spanish discovery of the New World. It then proceeds to               

explain the place of ius gentium between Natural Law and positive law, on the one hand, and                 

its relation to international law, on the other. The essay ends with an account of the normative                 

potential of ius gentium for current business ethics challenges.  

  

Introduction 

The problem of searching for ethical business leadership in times of Brexit, mass             

immigration, populism, nationalism, and so forth has already been adequately described.           

What we need are solutions. But for this we first need to engage in a deep and accurate                  

diagnosis of the current situation. 

At the level of philosophical anthropology, I would propose that the difficulty lies in              

two closely related fronts: first, in the individualistic understanding of human beings; and             

second, in a notion of what human beings ultimately seek (their “final end” in Aristotelian               
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parlance) as something exclusively material that satisfies their preferences, whatever these           

may be. By virtue of the first, ‘individualism’, people are largely incapable of thinking of               

what lies beyond their own skin; and if they do, only insofar as it affects them almost                 

sensorially. There is nothing ‘common’ except what gets divided up and distributed among             

individuals. Nothing is shared. None is greater than the ‘Self’, than ‘Myself’, in truth. The               

individual is, by default, the unchallenged unit of thought, analysis, and action. 

By virtue of the second, we take for granted that no agreement is possible regarding               

preferences, except perhaps their (for the most part) material nature. Nonetheless, it is             

imperative that they be satisfied, often without even counting the costs. These preferences             

become the bases of ‘rights’ or non-negotiable claims we make as individuals on States and               

society. We may call this the ‘material preference-satisfaction imperative’. 

Individualism and the ‘material preference-satisfaction imperative’ taken together        

yield a vision of human life as an unrelenting pursuit of gratification for which everything               

and everyone else is a means or instrument. It is fairly easy to see how this rule is fulfilled in                    

each of the problems alluded to above.  

If my assessment is right, Catholic Social Teaching (CST), insofar as it combines the              

Aristotelian-Thomistic virtue ethics with the Natural Law tradition has much to offer by way              

of solutions. This potential is further increased with CST’s engagement with human rights             

discourse, albeit based on Francisco de Vitoria’s ius gentium (“law of the nations” or, better               

still, “law of the peoples”), different from the one advocated by Enlightenment authors.  

Why is this the case? 

Firstly, Aristotelian-Thomistic virtue ethics is premised on ‘personalism’, the view          

that human beings are individual and relational or social on equal counts and at all times                

(contra individualism) (Sison, Ferrero, and Guitián 2016). Secondly, it identifies          
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non-material or spiritual faculties, such as reason and free will, as characteristics which             

define human beings and set them apart from others in nature. Because of their superior               

spiritual nature, humans are able to access immaterial realities such as knowledge, for             

instance, over and above the different forms of wealth and pleasures. Unlike individual,             

material preferences, knowledge and the like can fulfil the conditions of a “common good”              

(contra the ‘material preference-satisfaction imperative’) (Sison and Fontrodona 2012). Not          

only are they reasonable objects of preferences or desires, but they also perfect or ‘make               

whole’ their possessors. Moreover, they represent a type of goods that can, in fact, be shared                

and not only divided and distributed among many. For instance, it is always better for people                

to know traffic rules and regulations, especially drivers, than the contrary. And one person’s              

knowledge of these rules does not in any way detract from another’s. An ideal and perfect                

traffic situation is one wherein all drivers know the rules of the road and abide by them. This                  

can only be achieved by all drivers working in concert and each of them would equally                

benefit from such a situation. Besides understanding human beings as “persons’, that is,             

individual and relational or social, CST also acknowledges that their “final end” or ultimate              

aim is a common good. 

Nowadays, largely because of Vatican presence in international fora like the United            

Nations (UN) as the official representative of the Catholic Church, CST has had to engage               

with human rights language (Sison 2018). The dominant human rights discourse originating            

from Enlightenment authors such as Locke down to more recent thinkers such as Rawls,              

however, is not only foreign, but also contrary, due to its individualism and rejection of the                

common good, to the Catholic tradition. Even the post World War II UN Universal              

Declaration of Human Rights garners consensus only in the letter, not the underlying basis or               

foundation of such rights (Maritain 1951). Hence the tendency to use them in a positivistic or                
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legalistic manner, that is, avoiding all reference to why those rights must be observed in the                

first place. Fortunately, an alternative in keeping with the Catholic tradition exists in the ius               

gentium or “law of the peoples” elaborated mainly in De Indis by Francisco de Vitoria               

(1991), a 16th c. Dominican friar who taught at the University of Salamanca. 

In the succeeding I shall elaborate more on the ius gentium, explaining its historical              

context as well as the distinctive features that make it an especially potent force in responding                

to today’s business leadership challenges. For example, it provides a basis for International             

Law that acknowledges as bearers of rights and responsibilities not only States and other              

political communities, but also individuals, both rulers and ordinary citizens. Moreover, ius            

gentium draws obligatoriness or normative force not from any particular State, Empire, or             

Religion, but from a universal human nature equally possessed by all individual persons.             

Likewise, it relies on consensus understood as shared deliberation and decision-making rather            

than on impositions by the powerful. And particularly salient for business, ius gentium             

recognizes a ius communicationis (“right to communicate”) as a basic human right that             

derives from sociability and and serves as foundation for other economic rights whose             

responsible exercise is indispensable for the achievement of a universal common good, that             

of the orbs (“world”) or the communitas communitatum (“community of communities”). 

 

I. Ius gentium: The Spanish Discovery of America and the Need for a Legal Basis to               

Protect the Rights of Natives  

 

Spain was the only country in Europe that questioned the legitimacy its American             

conquests, and within Spain, Francisco de Vitoria was perhaps the most outspoken critic of              

the traditional “titles (or “rights”) of conquest”. Often cited were, on the one hand, the Papal                
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Bulls of Donation from Alexander VI (1493), by which the kings of Spain and Portugal, as                

well as their successors, were granted the right to any discovered land which did not already                

belong to a Christian ruler. On the other hand, there was also the Holy Roman Emperor                

Charles V’s claim to “universal primacy” over the world. For Vitoria, despite being subject to               

both the Pope and the Emperor, neither “title” was legitimate and other reasons had to be                

sought. The Pope could have, at most, a spiritual, not a temporal authority over the Native                

Americans who, furthermore, should not be obliged to convert to Christianity. The            

Alexandrine Bulls were therefore invalid. Neither was Charles V’s claim to be honored             

because, for Vitoria, all peoples equally have the right to self-government, and the Native              

Americans already had their own rulers. These teachings were based on a clear understanding              

of the distinction and autonomy of the spiritual, religious, or supernatural realm, on the one               

hand, from the temporal, secular, or natural realm, on the other. They also implied a rejection                

of the so-called “divine rights of kings”, widely held during the medieval age.  

However, through careful study and reasoning, Vitoria (1991) was able to devise up             

to eight different titles justifying the Spanish colonization of America (Fernández 2017). First             

and foremost was the ius communicationis or “right of communication” which derives            

directly from the social or relational nature of human beings manifested in an inclination to               

constitute a “universal society”. This consists not so much of the freedom of speech, but the                

right to communicate meaningfully with others toward mutual human enrichment. No ruler            

can legitimately go against this natural tendency and if he did, other rulers would have the                

right to defend and, if violated, re-establish it. Second was the ius peregrinandi et degendi               

(“right to travel and engage in commerce”) anywhere in the world, regardless of the ruler or                

the religion in a territory, again for mutual benefit. If the Native Americans failed to honor                

this right, the aggrieved Spaniards could wage a just war and retain whatever territories they               
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gained. Third was the right to preach the Faith, closely related to the ius communicationis. In                

relation to this, although Native Americans were not obliged to convert to Christianity, if any               

of them freely did, and their rulers forced them to revert, other Christians could defend the                

converts even if it meant going to war. This was the fourth title, the defense of Christian                 

converts. Fifth was the fact that there already be sufficient Christian converts, who would              

then have the right to a Christian ruler sanctioned by the Pope. This was a version of the right                   

to self-rule and to choose who governed. Sixth was the case of tyranny or serious harm to the                  

innocent, such as the practice of human sacrifices. Other nations (such as Spain) had a right                

to stop this to restore justice and order. This meant the sovereignty of political communities               

over its own citizens was not absolute. A seventh title came by way of alliances between the                 

Spaniards and the Tlaxaltecs, for instance, who were attacked by the Aztecs; the Spaniards              

had a right to defend their allies. And perhaps least convincing, even for Vitoria himself, was                

the eighth title borne of Christian charity. Spaniards had a right to teach Native Americans               

about just laws and institutions, as well as more advanced agricultural techniques and so              

forth, for their own benefit. This, too, would have justified the Spanish conquest and              

colonization. 

One may disagree with some, even all of these titles Vitoria enumerated. However             

Vitoria clearly understood that Native Americans also had rights which had to be respected,              

just like the Spaniards and Europeans. In many of these rights, Europeans and Native              

Americans were on equal footing, such as the ius communicationis, ius peregrinandi et             

degendi, and the right to defend allies. Although in the rights to preach the faith, to defend                 

Christian converts, to have a Christian ruler, and to exercise Christian charity (through             

teaching technological and moral advancements, for instance) there is deference toward           

Christian religion and culture, reciprocity with other religions and cultures is not ruled out.              
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People of other religions and cultures such as the Native Americans equally possess the right               

to preach, to make converts, to have their own rulers, and to spread their cultural               

achievements, in principle. This means that such rights are not based on religion, race,              

culture, membership in a particular political community, and so forth, but on something more              

fundamental, such as a shared human nature. From the perspective of human nature, all              

individuals are equal and free. 

Ius gentium or the “law of the peoples” refers to powers or faculties that accrue               

exclusively to all human beings as free and rational creatures. The Stoics were perhaps the               

first to speak of a universal human race characterized by reason, to which Christianity added               

the belief that all human beings are made in the “image and likeness of God” (imago Dei)                 

(Sison, Ferrero, and Guitián 2016). Vitoria later explains that these rights are not diminished              

by sin, heresy, or even unfaithfulness. That is, Native Americans, prior to European conquest              

and colonization, already possessed these rights afforded by the “law of the peoples” fully as               

well.  

Part of the freedom, rationality, and sociability (in a word, “personhood”) of            

individual human beings is the right to constitute independent political communities for their             

own defense, conservation, and flourishing. In this respect, we find a significant departure             

from feudalism dominant in the age. Similarly, these political communities are vested with             

power and authority (potestas publica, maiestas, sovereignty) to govern and promote the            

common good. Both the constitution of political communities and the power that preserves             

and guides them are attributes of Natural Law. 

Ius gentium goes beyond Natural Law in affirming the right of all peoples to political               

freedom, sovereignty, and independence. Again, this was not dependent on any religious title,             

as the Faith or grace; moreover, Papa non est dominus orbis (The Pope is not the lord of the                   
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world). Yet, what is the orbs (world)? For Vitoria, it is the universal community of all human                 

beings and of all peoples (communitas communitatum or “community of communities”)           

united by bonds of a common human nature (Fernández 2017). The totus orbs (“whole              

world”), juridically organized according to the ius gentium, is not a super-State like the Holy               

Roman Empire or a Stoic civitas maxima (“great city”). Rather, it represents a “family of               

peoples” where each constitutive gens (people) represents the most rudimentary form of            

political community. 

Each gens constituting the orbs is sovereign, that is, independent from Papal and             

imperial authority (external interferences) and capable of self-government. The ruler of each            

gens, therefore, in the exercise of his own authority, is not subject to other States, Emperors,                

or Popes, but only to Divine Law, Natural Law (which is a participation in the former), ius                 

gentium, and the positive laws of his own political community. Such is the understanding of               

the “rule of law” within the context of ius gentium. Each gens is also juridically equal to any                  

other, that is, possessing the same rights and responsibilities within the orbs.  

Furthermore, the orbs is not a hierarchical community of masters and subordinates,            

nor is it merely an instrument of coordination through contracts or pacts between equal              

subjects, States or individuals. The subjects of the orbs are not just independent and separate               

individuals who each pursue their own interests and preferences through the ius gentium, as              

occurs with laws in liberal societies. Rather, subjects in the orbs constitute an authentic              

community wherein lies their human perfection. The bonds of the common human nature in              

the orbs are meant to integrate all subjects, by virtue of the ius communicationis, in universal                

solidarity or friendship as part of the temporal common good.  

In summary, the ius gentium signals the transition from the hierarchical-medieval to            

the egalitarian-modern worldview occasioned by the Spanish or European discovery of           
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America. Political authority and the legitimate use of power no longer derived from the Pope               

(religious ties) or the Emperor (imperial ties) but from a common human nature, marked by               

individual, personal reason and freedom. (Catholic theology sees in human nature present in             

each person nothing less than the imago Dei or “image of God”.) There is a clear distinction                 

between the spiritual and the temporal realms, despite the overlaps. By virtue of their natural               

sociability or relationality established by Natural Law, human beings possess a ius            

communicationis in accordance with the ius gentium. This “right to communicate” is the legal              

cornerstone of the European entry and settlement of America, and Europeans are entitled to              

defend it despite resistance from the Natives, even through war. The exercise of the ius               

communicationis is vital to the attainment of the universal common good.  

Because of their common human nature --and not an artificial social contract-- all             

human beings, by themselves or as citizens of their respective States or political             

communities, constitute the orbs or worldwide community of communities. Based on human            

nature, the orbs is universal in scope and excludes no one. Ius gentium is the law that                 

encompasses the orbs, with individuals and States as subjects. According to the ius gentium,              

all political communities constituting the orbs are sovereign and equal in their attributions. 

In the following section I shall consider the ius gentium in relation, on the one hand,                

to Natural Law and Positive Law, and on the other, to modern, conventional International              

Law. This will allow me to further discuss the contents of ius gentium as well as their logical                  

derivation from Natural Law as source of authority. Only then will I be able to explore later                 

their potential for responding to current business ethics challenges. 

 

II. Ius gentium between Natural Law and Positive Law, Ius gentium and International             

Law 
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It is beyond the scope of this work to explain the origin, justification, and history of                

Natural Law (Tierney 1997). What is important for this project is to show the continuity               

among Natural Law, ius gentium, and Positive Law (Salas 2012). Following tradition as             

synthesized by Aquinas (2006), by law we understand “an ordinance of reason promulgated             

by competent authority for the sake of common good” (S Th I-II, q. 90. a. 4). Law is a                   

rational imperative (command or prohibition) the end or purpose of which is the common              

good. It is not simply the expression of ‘private interest’, despite agreement or consensus on               

the matter. It also has to be enacted by legitimate authorities responsible over the community.   

It is fairly easy to distinguish Natural Law from Positive Law. While Positive Law is               

explicit, derived, contingent, and ‘posited’, Natural Law is implicit, original, permanent, and            

‘given’. The difference between ius gentium and Natural Law, on the one hand, and ius               

gentium and Positive Law, on the other, however, is an old chestnut. For Vitoria, Natural Law                

contains what is just by nature and necessary by itself, without depending on the human will,                

while ius gentium refers to what is just not by itself but in reference to another. Peace and                  

concord are demands of Natural Law, while the distribution of property, insofar as it leads to                

peace and concord, is a requirement of ius gentium, for example. Similarly, respecting the              

inviolability of ambassadors is a precept of ius gentium inasmuch as it enables the              

achievement and maintenance of peace between States, an exigency of Natural Law. Vitoria             

considers elements of ius gentium those dispositions which do not necessarily, absolutely,            

immediately, and clearly derive from Natural Law, needing instead (near) universal           

consensus. Unlike Natural Law, therefore, ius gentium depends on universal agreement or            

consensus. At the same time, however, Natural Law cannot be properly observed without ius              

gentium, thus creating some mutual dependence between them. 
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Vitoria leaves room for some nuance regarding the universal consensus condition for            

ius gentium. For example, in matters that directly and immediately affect the common good              

of the orbs, such as rights over the sea, the enslavement of prisoners of war (instead of                 

execution), or the non-expulsion of foreigners, Vitoria states that a majority consensus would             

be enough. He also recognizes that, resulting from the exercise of practical reason, ius              

gentium may fail in deriving principles from Natural Law. This allows ius gentium to evolve,               

hopefully for the better. A case in point would be the treatment of prisoners of war, who went                  

from being executed to becoming slaves, until an almost total agreement is reached even on               

the abolition of slavery. Ius gentium is binding insofar as it derives from Natural Law and it is                  

established by the authority of the orbs with a view to a worldwide or universal common                

good. Because of this, it is practically impossible to derogate ius gentium in the sense of                

changing its course, since this would require a near universal consensus.  

Against this background, other principles of ius gentium besides those already           

mentioned include the ius commercii (the right to engage in business, including making             

contracts, acquiring, holding, and transferring property), ius occupationis (‘finders keepers’          

or the right to original acquisition of property, such as uninhabited territory, through             

occupation), ius migrandi (freedom to move or migrate), and religious freedom. Indeed,            

Vitoria (1991) produces a host of “sentences” within the context of ius gentium which could               

be considered a forerunner of modern human rights: “Men are not born slaves but free.” “ By                 

Natural Law no one is superior to others.” “The child does not exist by reason of others, but                  

by reason of itself.” “It is better to renounce one’s own right than to violate that of another.”                  

“It is licit for man to have private property, but there is no owner who, at times, will have to                    

share his things [...] in extreme necessity, all things are held in common.” “The perpetually               

demented, who neither have, nor hope to have use of reason, can be owners… and possess                
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rights.” “If a judge, failing to observe lawful order, obtains by force the confession of a                

prisoner, he could not condemn him, because by doing so he does not act as a judge should.”                  

“One cannot take the life of a person who has not been judged and condemned.” “Every                

nation has a right to govern itself and it can accept whatever form of government it likes,                 

even though this may not be the best.” “All the king’s powers come from the nation because                 

the nation is free from the very beginning.” “The whole world, which in a sense constitutes a                 

republic, has the power to make just and convenient laws for humanity.” “No war is just, if it                  

brings more harm than good to the nation, regardless its titles for a just war.” “If a subject                  

knew that a war were unjust, he could not participate in it, despite the command of the                 

prince.” “Man is not a wolf to man, but man.” 

Another striking feature of Vitoria’s teachings is its positive view of commerce or             

business and economic activity as a whole (Castillo and Zorroza 2015, Cendejas 2018). The              

market institution, which facilitates the free circulation of people, ideas, and goods, results             

from the reasonable and responsible exercise of the ius communicationis (“right to            

communicate”). It can increase the sense of brotherhood and equality among human beings             

and thus promote the common good. To be an entrepreneur or business person, therefore, to               

make a living from profitable exchanges, is not necessarily wrong or shameful. It can be a                

legitimate and even excellent activity so long as it fulfills certain conditions. Such conditions              

can be summarized in the theory of a “just price”. Absent ignorance, force, or fraud, the “just                 

price” is the agreed price between buyer and seller in the free market. One-sided agreements               

among buyers or sellers, monopsonies, monopolies, and hoarding prevent the determination           

of the “just price”. It’s not only the cost of production of goods, but should also take into                  

account demand and supply, their value or desirability to parties, the risks they entail, and so                

forth (Vitoria 2006: 83-85). A merchant who buys goods in a place where they are abundant                
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and sells them at a higher price in another place where they are scarce, for example, renders a                  

service to society and is entitled to the profit he makes (Vitoria 2006: 86). The expertise or                 

virtue of a merchant lies in knowing how to buy and sell goods at a profit, absent force or                   

fraud.  

At this stage it is fairly clear that ius gentium may be considered a precedent of                

International Law. There are essential differences, nonetheless, between ius gentium and           

modern International Law as we know it. The main one refers to the statist character of                

modern International Law which only recognizes a specific kind of political community,            

States, as subjects. International Law does not acknowledge non-State communities or           

individual persons as subjects of rights and responsibilities. The latter, individual persons, are             

only recognized insofar as citizens of particular States, a very limited aspect of their              

identities. They have no rights in International Law as individual human persons, therefore.             

Once more, these characteristics of International Law can be traced to the individualism and              

the material preference-satisfaction imperative dominant in modern liberal societies already          

alluded to above. 

 

III. The Normative Potential of Ius Gentium for Current Business Ethics Challenges  

In this final section I will distill the normative potential of Vitoria’s ius gentium for               

the problems business leadership currently faces. I will end with a brief discussion of how ius                

gentium principles can help frame some issues and orient us toward morally acceptable             

solutions. 

Ius gentium displays four particular strengths useful in dealing with today’s business             

ethics problems. First, it draws on a personalist understanding of human nature as individual              

and relational or social, rational and free on equal counts. Human nature and its dignity or                
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‘intrinsic worth’ is not premised on religion, citizenship, race, sex, age, socioeconomic status,             

culture and so forth. It is truly universal, the same for each individual of the species,                

regardless of time and place. There is no room for unjust discrimination. Further, because it               

recognizes that humans are individual and relational at the same time, it implies that their               

final end or purpose is a common good, since it is the only way to satisfy that dual dimension                   

of their being. What excludes others as a matter of fact cannot be the supreme end for us to                   

pursue. We are never indifferent to other people’s fate or destiny; this is something we share                

and to which we are bound by nature. Therefore, rights in ius gentium are not seen are                 

absolute powers or entitlements for individuals to exercise regardless of their impact on the              

good of the community. Neither are States and other political communities absolutely            

independent of each other; their sovereignty is not absolute, as the doctrine of Westphalia              

would like us to believe. By virtue of the ius communicationis States are bound to each other                 

at the service of the common good of the orbs. This establishes limits to what rulers of                 

political communities can do with regard to their own subjects (for instance, the offering of               

human sacrifices in some Native American communities) and may also justify intervention            

by third parties in the same political communities (conversely, the attempt of Spaniards to              

stop such rituals). 

Secondly, ius gentium acknowledges that all human beings are born equal, that is,             

possessing equal rights and freedoms. Consequently, the different political communities they           

form are also equal in this sense. Basic human rights and freedoms originate in nature, not in                 

the power of political communities, such as States or Empires. Neither do they come from               

belonging to a certain religion or Church. The temporal and the supernatural or religious              

orders are distinct and autonomous, each within its own realm. Temporal rulers are not meant               

to legislate for religious communities as in the National Churches of the Reform, nor are               
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religious rulers supposed to govern political communities as in the case of theocratic States.              

Individuals ought to reciprocally acknowledge equal rights among themselves and so, too,            

should political communities of whatever form. Might does not make right in relations among              

persons and their communities. Equality in rights demands reciprocity between the subjects            

of those rights. 

In third place, ius gentium, insofar as it derives from the free exercise of reason by                

human beings reflecting upon their own nature, requires participation, consensus, or           

agreement. This is a consequence of taking equality among human beings and their political              

communities seriously. It is not sufficient for a few enlightened to have brilliant ideas and               

impose them on others for their mechanical or slavish execution. Rather, everyone affected             

should have a say, either by themselves or through their legitimate representatives. The good              

pursued is not a theoretical, abstract ideal but a good in action, given the circumstances.               

Thus, it requires shared deliberation and concerted action. Vitoria is realistic enough to admit              

that complete agreement among all parties may not be possible; hence, in most cases,              

decisions by a qualified majority may suffice. What is important is for everyone to have an                

opportunity guaranteed by law to contribute to the common good. Free markets seem a              

peculiarly appropriate institution to promote this sort of participation.  

Fourthly, ius gentium is almost unique in tradition for advocating a positive view of              

business as a force for the common good. Vitoria’s teachings above regarding the just price,               

free markets, and the role of the merchant, businessperson or entrepreneur support this             

perspective. Business is understood as a kind of chrematistic, concerned with the production             

or provision of material resources human beings need to achieve the common good of              

flourishing within the political community (Sison and Fontrodona 2012). Engaging in           

business involves freedom and reason, and is thus open to the development of knowledge,              
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skills, meanings, proper attitudes, and even moral virtues in the businessperson. All this is              

possible thanks to the voluntary, mutually beneficial exchange of goods, services, and ideas             

taking place in markets, another expression of the ius communicationis. Profits are neither             

good nor bad in themselves. They are legitimate if produced free from force or fraud and put                 

to good use, such as the support of oneself, one’s family, or to help the poor. The same                  

reasoning applies to interests on loans, which could also be legitimate given certain             

conditions.  

How relevant are these characteristics of Vitoria’s ius gentium to problems such as             

Brexit and the EU, Islamic immigration in Europe, the building of the wall between the USA                

and Mexico, and the rise of Nationalism and Populism, for instance? What guidance can they               

offer business leaders and political rulers? 

Leaders would do well to think in terms of the common good instead of merely               

seeking the satisfaction of their individual material preferences in terms of wealth or power.              

They would have to stop conceiving rights in liberal-democratic fashion as non-negotiable            

claims made by individuals or groups of individuals on States and other political entities by               

virtue of a mythical social contract. The struggle for rights must not turn into a zero-sum                

game, but in a situation in which all parties benefit. Rather, social leaders should              

acknowledge that rights originate and draw normative strength from a human nature which is              

universal and equal in all persons. Moreover, political leaders in particular ought to disabuse              

themselves of the idea of absolute sovereignty of Westphalian States. Political communities            

may be autonomous, but are never fully independent of each other, as they all form part of                 

the orbs and contribute to the universal common good safeguarded by the ius gentium.  

Neither the UK nor the EU should design policies based on economic considerations             

exclusively, but also take into account their communal moral obligations, ultimately toward            
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the global common good. Examples of such obligations would be the preservation of peace in               

both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, or the welfare of Gibraltar residents,              

closely related to the surrounding region in the Spanish mainland. Besides respectfully            

acknowledging the right to self-government of constituent States like the UK, the EU should              

look for ways to remedy the democratic deficit in its institutions and promote greater              

participation at all levels of governance. In correspondence, politicians from the UK and             

other EU States should not instrumentalize democratic processes to further their own personal             

ambitions, even to the point of lying about the true state of affairs or making promises                

impossible to fulfil to the electorate.  

The question of serious impediments to a number of ius gentium principles such as the               

ius communicationis, the right to engage in commerce, the right to travel and migrate (for               

instance, of UK pensioners to the Continent or of workers from the Continent to the UK), or                 

the rights of minorities (such as the losing slide of an almost evenly split referendum in the                 

UK) ought to be diligently addressed. 

Regarding Muslim refugees and migrants to Europe and the rise of Nationalist or             

Populist parties, or the building of the wall between the US and Mexico, ius gentium               

similarly has a lot to contribute. Firstly, the right of refuge, especially when one’s life is in                 

danger, is sacred. It’s also best to tackle problems at the source. This means primarily that                

Muslim-majority countries should respect and honor the religious and conscience rights of            

citizens and residents in their territories. Persecution on these grounds should stop. For this              

reason, it is impossible to justify the establishment of a theocracy such as what ISIS or                

Al-Qaeda purport. Conversely, once religious and conscience rights are guaranteed in one’s            

own territory, it would be much easier to demand reciprocity from other political             

communities. Likewise, political sovereignty should not be turned into a cover to commit             
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atrocities atrocities against one’s own people, as Saddam Hussein or Bashir Al-Assad are said              

to have perpetrated in Iraq and Syria respectively.  

As insinuated above, the right to save one’s life, especially from unjust persecution             

trumps the security of State borders. As a nation of immigrants, US history has been based on                 

this principle, and until recently, the country has been the living proof of the success of such                 

a policy. This is what made America great. Why renege now? Politicians should not              

exaggerate the challenges of immigration for their own purposes, as most Nationalists and             

Populists do. Countries much poorer than the US or those of the EU, such as Kenya, Jordan,                 

and Lebanon have for decades accepted huge refugee and immigrant populations. On the             

balance, they have been tremendously enriched, not only culturally, but also economically by             

taking these people in. One only has to look at the number of ethnic restaurants in American                 

cities adding variety and flavor to palates. All it takes is mutual respect among cultures and                

the disposition to learn from each other. The key lies in social integration mainly by               

respecting the newcomers’ freedom to work and create their own small businesses.            

Understandably, this does not imply eliminating borders, but taking the effort to accept in an               

orderly fashion those who need to come in because they fear for their lives, instead of simply                 

slamming the door at their faces. At the same time, access to the benefits of the Welfare State                  

for these incoming groups could be made gradual and conditional on their work             

contributions. 

A few thoughts on the difficulty of an international regime based on ius gentium and               

why the United Nations (UN) is not the solution. Although UN documents may speak              

profusely of peoples, in fact, its interlocutors are States and it does nothing without them.               

According to ius gentium, the bonds of a common human nature creates rights and              

obligations beyond citizenship in a particular State. In addition, the fact that a handful of               
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States exercise veto-power over UN decisions demonstrates that it does not uphold the             

equality of peoples, as ius gentium requires. Lastly, as is often the case in liberal and                

individualistic societies, UN resolutions mainly focus on procedural issues, having given up            

on substantive agreements. Although necessary, this condition is not sufficient for a common             

good perspective as ius gentium suggests. The good in cooperative action sought is more than               

just accord in the mechanics, but also in the purpose and meaning. 

What can businesses do to be more aligned with the ius gentium? 

In all their decision-making processes, they may strive to adopt the personalist and             

common good perspectives instead of the individualist and material preference-satisfaction          

outlook. For instance, when marketing consumer goods, bear in mind that all individuals             

form part of families, so it would be worth considering the impact of products on other family                 

members as well. Similarly, taking a long-term view of the environment, for example, could              

help refocus on the common good instead of immediate, individual satisfactions. A certain             

mode of production may be cheaper and translate into greater short-term profits, but cause              

more harm to the environment and eventually, to consumers and society as a whole. Another               

way would be to prioritize win-win scenarios and partnerships in place of zero-sum             

attainments and positional goods. Businesses may likewise try to conceive rights in the             

manner of ius gentium, rather than the Enlightenment. They are not absolute individual             

powers guaranteed by the State, but capacities or abilities to be exercised in accordance with               

Natural Law, the virtues, and the common good. There is a human ecology to be protected,                

no less than the environment of which we all form part. In deriving normative force from free                 

and rational human nature itself, we would then be able to defend ourselves better in the                

exercise of our rights from the arbitrary impositions of force.  
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